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Note to students:  Great!  So you’re interested in working on a project on Music Therapy.  

Before you jump into it or contact a local Music Therapist, please follow these steps: 

 

1. Basic research skills apply. 

Read up on music therapy from the websites of professional associations around the world, e.g. 

American Music Therapy Association (www.musictherapy.org), Association for Music Therapy, 

Singapore (http://singaporemusictherapy.page.tl). Then, narrow down a topic for further 

research.  Draft an outline to organize material. 

 

2. Gather material and cite appropriately. 

Primary sources include published texts, books, professional journal articles and reviews. 

Secondary sources include magazines. Web-based content may be quoted but may be less 

reliable. 

 

3. Follow established citation formats, e.g. American Psychological Association (APA). 

See this page for examples to cite appropriately: http://www.apastyle.org/previoustips.html 

 

4. Debunking Myths and Misconceptions of Music Therapy 

Music Therapy is defined as the evidence-based and systematic use of music, within a 

therapeutic relationship (involving client, music, trained therapist) to achieve non-musical 

outcomes (in multiple domains: physical, cognitive, emotional, social, spiritual) or goals (for 

example, rehabilitation, wellness, or academic support). 

Note to teachers/advisors:   

A practice-based project on Music Therapy involving children or adults of any age or 

condition is not practicable.  

Starting in October 2010, AMTS will charge a fee for project work consultation. 

Please DO NOT approve any collaborations or partnerships with any local organization 

involving your students in providing “Music Therapy” as they neither have the skills or 

training to do so, nor have adequate professional clinical supervision.  Music Therapy is a 

PROFESSIONAL discipline.  There may be opportunities to schedule an observation session 

with practicing local clinicians; please contact AMTS for more information. Please be 

informed that some settings may impose a fee.  
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a. Music is therapeutic and recreational, but not all uses of music are Music 

Therapy. 

b. Music may be relaxing, but that is not the only function or goal of music in 

therapy. 

c. There is no CD or music-cure for anything. 

d. Offering sing-along or karaoke sessions and asking a person to shake a maraca 

does not constitute Music Therapy. 

e. Music Therapy cannot be provided by volunteers.  It is a professional service. 

f. Music Therapists are graduates of university programmes, and have had 

significant education and training in providing music therapy under supervision.  

-US-trained Music Therapists have the MT-BC credential. 

-UK-trained Music Therapists are registered with the Health Professions Council.  

-Canada-trained Music Therapists have the MTA credential. 

-Australia-trained Music Therapists have the RMT credential.  

-New-Zealand-trained Music Therapists have the RMth credential. 

g. Music is usually regarded as safe or non-threatening.  Music Therapists recognize 

when music is not appropriate, and are prepared to handle adverse or traumatic 

reactions.   

h. Music experiences may often be fun, happy or engaging.  At times, it may be the 

opposite.  Music Therapy is also a process of experiencing and expressing all 

sorts of feelings with a trained therapist who can be trusted. 

 

When you have done the preliminary research into Music Therapy and drafted a detailed outline 

for your topic, a professional music therapist will provide guidance (at earliest convenience); and 

to critique your final draft when you are done.   

 

The Singapore General Hospital (SGH) offers a one-day whirlwind overview of Music Therapy 

practice for students and professionals who are interested in learning more or seeing the clinical 

setting. Please contact SGH <tan.hui.linn@sgh.com.sg> for more information.  

 

The Association for Music Therapy, Singapore can be reached at musictherapy.sg@gmail.com. 
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